
PLOT (Protocol for Learning Over Time) 

Preface 

PLOT is an observations protocol for raters in the research and development project “Digital Projektdidaktik i de frie skoler” (Digital project didactics 

in liberal Schools, short Digipro)1 from 2015-2017. The observation protocol was developed in order to register patterns of teaching and learning and 

quality in teaching and learning. The registration of patterns was designed to capture changes in everyday teaching towards more project-oriented 

teaching patterns. The quality dimensions are partly integrated in the registration of types of activities and partly explicit as special attributes of these 

activities2. 

Inspired by Thomas Illum Hansen (UCL), the title of the observation protocol – PLOT – was added later and indicates that the registration of teaching 

and learning is based on dynamic time units. The registration of time was made possible by a registration tool called Smartobs (www.smartobs.net) 

developed 2015 by Jeppe Bundsgaard DPU, Aarhus University3. The tool has two important basic features: a) time stamps and the registration of 

properties to a timespan; b) a dynamic coding structure that allows for conditional coding and other coding features. 

The tool is freely accessible in a new version https://observe.education/ (2020). 

The observation protocol was developed with feedback from my colleagues Stinus Storm Mikkelsen, Marie Falkesgaard Slot, Karsten Agergaard, Peter 

Brodersen, Birgit Orluf and Mette Damgaard. 

This version is a slightly revised translation to English from the original Danish version. Thanks to Laura Fyrstenberg McLaughlin for assisting with 

the translation. 

Stefan Ting Graf 

Center for School Research, Department for Applied Research in Pedagogy and Society 

UCL University College, Denmark, 2021, Danish version 2017  

                                                 

1 Stefan Ting Graf and Stinus Storm Mikkelsen, "Udvikling I Og Forskning Fra De Frie Skoler," in Digital Projektdidaktik, ed. Stefan Ting Graf and Stinus Storm Mikkelsen (Århus: 

Århus Universitetsforlag, 2021). 
2 Stefan Ting Graf, "Et Komparativt Blik På De Frie Grundskolers Undervisning," in Digital Projektdidaktik, ed. Stefan Ting Graf and Stinus Storm Mikkelsen (Århus: Århus 

Universitetsforlag, 2021). 
3 Jeppe Bundsgaard and Thomas Illum Hansen, "Blik På Undervisning," in Skoleudvikling Med It - Forskning I Tre Demonstrationsskoleforsøg I, ed. Jeppe Bundsgaard, et al. 

(Århus: Århus Universitetsforlag, 2018). 

https://observe.education/
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1. General instruction on the procedure of observations 

1.1. Registration of background information 

For proper registration of the following background information, it is important you choose the right option from the drop-down menu when entering 

the first two letters. You MUST choose between the suggested options. If you are not able to choose the proper option, choose ‘andet’ (other) and enter 

the correct answer in the comment box. 

a) Enter the observation tool www.smartobs.net 

b) Select ‘Observer’ (observe), type ”Digi” in 

‘Studienavn’ (name of the study) and choose ‘Digital 

Projektdidaktik’ (the name of the study), and enter the 

‘Kodeord’ (password). 

c) Enter your name or initials under ‘Observatør’ 

(observer). 

d) Select ‘Skole’ (school), ‘Klasse’ (grade), ‘Fag’ 

(subject), and ‘Lærer’ (teacher).  

 ‘Fag’ (subject): All the official school subjects are 

pre-coded in the tool. In general, you should register 

what appears in the students time schedule. But, if the 

teacher declares something else than the scheduled 

subject, register the declared subject. For example, if it 

is explicitly that the course is interdisciplinary choose 

‘Tværfaglig undervisning’ (interdisciplinary teaching). 

This counts also for what is called ‘ikke fagopdelt 

undervisning’ (teaching without declaration of subject). The other options are ‘Projektorienteret undervisning’ (project-oriented teaching) including 

project work, ‘Understøttende undervisning’ (facilitating teaching) and ‘Valgfag’ (optional subject). Select ‘Andet’ (other) if it is morning 

assembly, a large student council, fire drill etc. 

http://www.smartobs.net/
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 Lærer (teacher): If it is not the scheduled teacher, then register ‘vikar’ (substitute teacher), even if it is a parent. (Write a note in the comment 

box). 

 If the registration is for testing purpose, mark the check box ‘afprøvning’ 

e) Select ‘Start session’ 

 A session is defined as a cohesive teaching unit of a school day with the same teacher(s), the same subject or theme and the same class. The session 

has a beginning and an ending as a meaningful unit. It can be a short morning assembly, a lesson of 45 minutes or an entire morning with students 

presenting and discussing their work/products. A session often consists of several sequences. 

 Do not end the session if there is a break, and the same teaching will continue later. 

 This registration procedure until here is best done before the lesson begins. 

1.2. Start and end the registration of time 

a) Begin the registration of time: Select ‘ny sekvens’ (new 

sequence) precisely by the time the scheduled teaching unit begins, 

even though the actual teaching has not yet started. Time 

registration begins! 

 Use the commentary field box to write down irregularities or 

context comments. The same commentary box is available 

throughout a whole session. 
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b) A sequence: A sequence is a time unit that consists of a combination 

of a main sequence (e.g. teachers framing, social form) and a type of 

activity (see chapter 2: The coding structure: an overview). Whenever a 

main sequence or an activity type changes, register a new sequence! A 

new sequence means a new timestamp. Some examples: 

 Whenever ‘Arrival’, ‘Waiting time’, ‘Break’, ‘The teachers’ 

framing’, ‘Activity at grade/school’, ‘Class activity’, ‘Group 

activity’, ‘Individual activity’ or ‘Ending’ changes, register new 

sequence. 

  Whenever ‘Academic conversation’, ‘Listening to instruction’, 

‘Repetitive practice’, ‘Academic experience’, ‘Inquiry/analysis’, 

‘Production’, ‘Presentation’, ‘Stationary work’, ‘Feedback/evaluation’, ‘Positive social activity’, ‘Other’ changes, register new sequence. 

 The timestamp adjusts automatically when you are online with the registration tool. If there are problems, it is possible to adjust the registration of 

time manually. You can always go back and correct the time. 

c) Register the properties for each sequence 

 Depending on the social form and the type of activity, different properties appear and need to be rated. Some properties must be selected, others do 

not, and sometimes the selection of a property prompts new sub-properties. An overview of the properties/codes can be found under chapter 2. 

 You can always go back in previous registrations and make changes, including timestamps. Be careful not to spent too much time with this and 

miss new observations. 

d) Complete a session  
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Any registration of a session must be completed with ‘Afslut session’ 

(end session), which can be found at the very bottom of the page (just 

past the comment box). Otherwise, the data will not be registered correct. 

Never close the device or just leave the browser. 

Before completing the registration of a session, the two following points 

are crucial:  

 Always, before ‘Afslut session’ select ‘Ny sekvens’ (new sequence) 

and register ‘Opsamling/afslutning’ (recap/ending) and the necessary 

and final properties, even though the sequence is short. 

 Before ‘Afslut session’ you can use the commentary field for the last 

time. Note: if you use much time, the timestamps have to be corrected. 

1.3. Rules for observation  

(1) Follow the selected the group of students (class/grade4) all day, regardless of what they are doing.   

(2) If (1) is not possible for a rater, organise a double registration of another class/grade at the same school, meaning: register a grade that one of 

your fellow raters registers. For it to count as a double registration, you must not coordinate what you are registering.  

(3) If there are several parallel activities, the basic rule is to follow the main track of the teaching, that is, where the teacher is. 

(4) In case the group of students are split up (e.g. half/half, boy/girls), follow the group where the teacher is, called the main track. 

(5) With group activities, you follow on random group and register based on this. At multiple group activities within the same session, follow the 

same group. If the group work is spread across the room, choose a group, where you have the best opportunity to watch the teacher. At double 

registration, select the same group. 

(6) Every time a main sequence (e.g. social form) or main activity shifts, you must select a new sequence. Otherwise, don’t. 

                                                 

4 Danish ”klasse” in primary and lower secondary schools means the group of students that follow the same teaching throughout a year in most subjects. 
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(7) If there is any doubt how to rate a code, select ‘other’ or ‘don’t know’. If this is not possible and you are compelled to register something 

questionable, then write this in the commentary field box.  

(8) It is advisable to register the learning material and educational resources when there is less pressure on registering the central and time sensitive 

codes. Also, use the wait to register in the commentary field box.  
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2. The coding structure for a session: an overview5 

Main sequence 
[forced choice] 

I II III IV 

1) Arrival/resume     

2) Waiting time     

3) Break     

4) The teachers 
(re)framing 

Conveyed activity scaffold [forced 
choice] 

 Conveyed 

 Not conveyed 

 Don’t know 
 

Conveyed goals [forced choice] 

 Conveyed 

 Not conveyed 

 Don’t know  
Conveyed content/subject 
knowledge [forced choice] 

 Conveyed 

 Not conveyed 

 Don’t know 

Conveyed 
differentiation [forced 
choice] 

 Conveyed 

 Not conveyed 

 Don’t know 

 

5) Activity at 
grade/school  

Main activity (from the perspective of 
the student) [forced choice] 
1) Listening to instruction: 
2) Academic discourse: 
3) Repetitive practice: 
4) Academic experience: 
5) Inquiry/analysis: 
6) Production:  
7) Student presentation:  
8) Stationary work: 
9) Feedback/evaluation: 
10) Positive social activity: 
11) Other activities (Note in comment 

box): 

Learning goals 

 Present  

 Not present  

 Don’t know 
 
Scaffold content/subject 
knowledge 

 Present  

 Not present  

 Don’t know 
 
Scaffold for activities  

 Present  

 Not present  

 Don’t know 

Differentiating [forced 
choice] 

 Present  

 Not present  

 Don’t know 

Used learning material/tools 

 Which digital learning materials are 
used? 
[Open text box] 

 Which analogue learning materials 
are used? 
[Open text box] 

 
Is ICT used as support [multiple options, 
forced choice] 

 Main activity  

 Time 

 Teamwork  

 Communication 

 Compensated use of IT 

 Don’t know 

6) Class activity  

7) Group activity  

8) Individual activity  

9) Recap/ending     

                                                 

5 A) The codes only appear in the row of the selected sequence; b) forced choice: at least one code must be chosen; c) multiple options possible; d) conditional: a previous code must 

be chosen. 
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Ad V VI VII 

1 Preparedness for teaching [forced choice] 

 Quiet or normal sound level 

 A few students are loudly disturbing the rest of the 
class 

 The situation is loud and disintegrating  

 Number of students at the beginning 

 Less than 14 students 

 14-19 students 

 20-25 students 

 25-28 students 

 More than 28 students 

2 Cause [forced choice, multiple options] 

 The students have technical issues 

 Other students cause (e.g. conflict, something 
social)  

 The teacher has technical issues  

 Other teacher cause (e.g. missing books etc.) 

 The schools ICT-equipment or internet fail. 

 Other external disturbances (e.g. the principal 
stopping by) 

 

3    

4   Number of students at the beginning 
(9) See above 

5 Monological/dialogic [forced choice; conditional: only 
for main activity 1: ‘listening to instruction’ 

 Monological presentation 

 Dialogic presentation 

 Don’t know 

 (10) The students use of personal ICT-devices [forced 
choice] 

 All students use devices  

 A few students use devices 

 No one uses devices 
 

6  

7 Counselling [forced choice] 

 The teacher turns to the students 

 Students are turning to the teacher 

 Teacher and students are active 

 No counselling 

 Don’t know 

Teamwork [forced choice] 

 Parallel work 

 Co-operation 

 Collaboration 

 Don’t know 

8  

9 Academic/social marginalisation  

 Not present 

 1-2 students 

 3 or more students 

 Don’t know 

Connecting to the initial framing [forced choice] 

 Present 

 Not present  

 Don’t know 

The lessons place 

 Class-, subject- or group room 

 Activities on the whole campus 

 Activities outside school  
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3. Definition of the codes 

3.1. Selection of main sequence 

Between the scheduled beginning of the teaching and the closing down of the teaching unit, there are a range of main sequences grouped in non-

teaching, framing of the teaching and time on task. Non-teaching (blue) are the main sequences arrival, delay, and break; framing (dark green) 

consists of (re)framing and recap; time on task sequences (light green) are defines as basic social forms. 

1) Arrival/resume: is defined by the time that marks the official beginning of the teaching according to the school’s time schedule or other 

official announcement of the start of the lesson.). Resume is an arrival situation after a break or another resuming situation where the teaching 

does not begin at the time announced. 

We want to measure the time between the scheduled/announced time and the actual start of the teaching. The teacher usually instils calmness, 

”You must sit down”, ”Martin, take your hat off”, management of small conflicts, of social conflicts, practical agreements, starting up 

computers and so on.  

2) Delay: is defined as a situation, where an ongoing social form/activity is interrupted or comes to a halt, because of something unexpected 

(in anticipation of continuance) and the whole class must wait. When the delay is over, you will start a new sequence  either with the 

organisations form/activity that was already going on, before the delay or something new (e.g., new framework “we won’t finish today, so let’s 

do independent reading”, new organisations form: “we must end with group work, and everybody is gathered at the end”). 

3) Break: is defined as  

a) a break situation according to the time schedule: e.g. a break between two lessons that form a double lesson with the same teacher and 

the same subject; 

b) an announced but not an officially scheduled break situation (unexpected or agreed between teacher and students), where it is expected 

that the session will continue (e.g. after three students presentations, the teachers announces a short break). Be aware of the length of the 

break. If the class does not resume on time, then a new arrival/resume is registered (pt. 1). 

4) The teachers (re)framing: is defined as the teachers ‘meta’ communication to ‘time on task’ situations for the students. The teachers initial 

framing appears typically in the beginning of the teaching, but during the teaching teachers may re-frame by giving new tasks or change plans. 
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Some examples: ”We are having science today, and we will investigate whether there is more or less polluted water in our river since the last 

time, and begin writing notes for our report …” or ”Alright, we begin, everybody find your book and open on page 9 …” or ”We don’t have 

any more time to finish the group work, so let us just sum up in class and discus how we continue tomorrow” 

5) Activity at grade/school: is a social form where a larger group is gathering, than what can be perceived as a normal class by the school. E.g. 

two or more classes are taught together, activities of a whole school department, school assemblies etc. 

6) Class activity: is a social form, where the class is gathered around an overall and common activity. The class is the basic unit of students in 

Danish schooling. Class activity is a broad category. The class may contain multiple year grades if the school perceives this as a normal class. 

If the teacher includes very short discourses between two or more students during a common frame of classroom discourse, register class 

activity, not group work. 

Sometimes teachers divide the class in half or divide boys and girls in order to continue normal teaching with less students, but it is not a 

specific group work situation. In these situations, choose class activity and follow the teacher. But: If the two big groups are assigned tasks 

specific to them, then this counts as group work (social form) and the property ‘differentiation’. 

But: Class activity situations where all students work silently and individually (either with the same or different assignments) and even if the 

teacher is addressing something to the whole class sporadically, is registered as individual activity (social form). Register counselling if it is the 

case. 

Stationary work (main activity 8) is always registered as class activity, since it can contain both group- and individual work.  

7) Group activity: is a social form, where the teaching is structured as group work, meaning groups will either work parallel on the same or 

different assignments. It might also be that students are working in project groups for a longer duration. 

8) Individual activity: is a social form, where students intentionally work individually. The students do not interact (even if some students break 

the rule). Each student is sitting either with the same assignment or with their own (tailored) assignment. The latter of the two you will mark 

this as a differentiation. 

9) Recap/ending is defined as the teacher’s final ‘meta’ communication (cf. teachers (re)framing) to ‘time on task’-situations for students. Before 

the scheduled time is running out, teachers usually close the teaching by recapping, pointing to perspectives of the passed teaching and/or 

announcing the next steps/continuation. Often this final meta communication is very short, but still has to be registered every time before closing 
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the whole session. This is important because to this main sequence there are connected mandatory properties to register. Final ‘meta’ 

communication means the final communication of the teaching by the same teacher in the same subject on a day. 

10) Recap/ending: register ‘end of session’ by the time the teacher closes the teaching, or the students begin to pack and leave the classroom. This 

is important because it measures the time between recap/ending and the closing of the teaching unit (session) and consequently the whole timespan 

of the session. 

3.2. Selection of main activity  

For each ‘social form’-sequence a main activity must be registered. The main activity is an estimate of the predominant activity (main track) as seen 

from the student’s perspective. (Notice: teacher instruction means listening to instruction).  

1) Listening to instruction: Instruction here means (small) academic presentation of content related matters. This activity has to be distinguished 

from the main sequence ‘(re)framing’. The instruction/presentation must be subject/content relevant. The most typical situation is, when the 

teacher is ‘by the blackboard’ (or showing a pptx), talking, presenting, or conveying content. Subject relevant presentations can also be done by 

other people (e.g. police officer, school service, staff at the museum, harassment consultant, …). If a student conveys something, then the main 

activity is ‘Student presentation’. The situation may contain clarifying questions from students or control questions from the teacher. The 

situation can even be more dialogical, but is not announced as a basic dialogic situation (see academic discourse). The presentation mode is 

dominant, and the students are deemed to listen. 

2) Academic discourse (with the focus to display the students thinking about the content). It is about a dialogue for learning in order to 

understand, interpretate or apply concepts or methods (including brainstorm, developing terminology cards, mind maps, structuring a theme). 

An academic discourse appears under class activity or group activity and can be with or without moderator. During class activity, the teacher is 

not a presenter, but a moderator. Classroom discourse can also be without the teacher. During group work: the students are in dialogue with 

each other  to solve a concrete or open assignment. The discourse is not just a conversion, but subject relevant and often includes negotiation of 

the matter. The activity must be defined against main activity 5 ‘Inquiry/analysis’ where the discourse is directly linked to the studied material 

(e.g. document, phenomenon) or the collected data (e.g. data from experiment or interview).  

3) Repetitive practice: something is being practiced in a repetitive manner: skills like reading, calculating, rhythm, gymnastics, but also factual 

knowledge like vocabulary in language or capitals in geography). This code includes competitive games/plays. Generally, there is little 

reflection, understanding and discourse involved. 
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4) Academic experience involves presentation of content by other than teachers or its substitute. Subject relevant experience can be a) ‘teaching’ 

through a medium e.g., a documentary, a movie, a play or a piece of music, an exhibition, … and b) subject relevant experiences or sense 

perception, like exercises for bodily awareness. Typically, such experiences or presentations of content will be used for further academic 

discourse, tasks, assignments … But: Movies or social games for pure entertainment are rated as ‘positive social activity’ (main activity 9). 

5) Inquiry/analysis: e.g. internet searching, going to the library, laboratory work, doing interviews, carry out experiments, as well as generating, 

processing and analysing data. Such activities should be subject relevant. This main activity may include discourse but involves direct action 

and interaction with a media or the material world. Be aware of the difference to main activity 2 academic discourse. 

6) Production: the students produce a text/product that will be presented, exhibited, assessed, … The students productive activities may contain 

discourse (e.g. on settings, genres, expressions, layout, …), but the discourse is targeted directly at the production. In case the students develop 

an idea for a movie and the main activity is negotiation of the narrative, register ‘academic discourse’. If the students work on a screen play and 

produce tests and drawings, register it as production. 

7) Student presentation: one or more students present something academic in front of the class (e.g. an assignment, a product, a prototype, a 

homework, …). Typically, presentations include teachers and other-students commentary, questions, and short evaluations. If the 

feedback/evaluation can be seen as a separate main activity, with its own framing of the procedure and content of the feedback/evaluation, register 

as such. 

8) Station work: is a special kind of activity where students simultaneously may choose between a range of different activities and social forms 

(German: Werkstattunterricht, Danish: værkstedsundervisning). Some students do individual repetitive work others form a group and produce a 

poem. Within the overall time for station work, students may attend more than one station, and spend the time needed on the task. Often, the 

stations with the assignment include self-evaluation activities. The teacher acts as counsellor and facilitator. If all stations/assignments are 

repetitive practice assignments and do not involve self-evaluation and teachers counselling, it may be registered as ‘repetitive practice’ for either 

individual or group work. 

For station work, always register the main sequence ‘class work’ and the property ‘differentiation’. 

9) Feedback/evaluation: in order to register feedback/evaluation, it is important that the activity is framed as such by the teacher and involves the 

students. ‘Framed’ means that there should be conveyed procedures and/or criterions for the feedback/evaluation. Feedback or evaluation only 

by the teacher may be registered as recap. 
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10) Positive social activity: having a good time seeing a movie, birthday celebration in class, handing out candy, Christmas celebrations, games or 

play with a social purpose (e.g. the teacher is reading out loud while the students eat, the students see a movie with a recreational intention, the 

students are playing computer, ball, tabletop tennis or playing or trading cards). 

11) Other activities [Describe in the comment box]: Other activities include class council, morning assembly, study cafe, practical agreements 

regarding school camp, outings, class parties, dentist visits, school regulation, rules for social intercourse, conflict solving for social learning. 

If the conflict solving appears unexpected and the class is just waiting for the teacher to deal with the conflict with the single or few students, it 

is registered as ‘waiting time’. 

3.3. Other attributes (codes) connected to sequences 

Depending on the main sequence and main activities there are a range of quality attributes (see coding structure: overview) 

1) Number of students when starting.  

You can state the number of students on both arrival/resume and at framework. You need only do it once. If the number of students shift 

drastically, then it will be best to register a new session e.g., a new form of teaching. 

2) Preparedness for teaching 

Sound level must only be registered during arrival/resume and waiting time. It is critical to measure the amount of disruption of parts or the 

whole class depending on how much energy it will take for the class to be prepared for the teaching.  

 Silent or normal sound level: This is a very broad category since children before a lesson or after a break can be quite lively. But it does not 

take the teacher long to move over to the framework. 

 A few students are disturbing others: this is a clear situation in which most of the students are ready for the lesson, but a few students are 

causing trouble, either for themselves (playing soccer in the classroom or other violations) or are blatantly disturbing the other students to lure 

them into conflict (e.g. takings stuff from them, pushing them etc.). The teacher must use some energy to bring calmness before the teaching 

can begin. 

 The situation is very loud and dissolving: the whole situation before class is out of control. Most students are disturbing or being disturbed, 

and yelling is involved. The teacher most use quite a bit of energy to solve all conflicts or just maintaining a relative calmness so the lesson can 

begin. 
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3) Cause 

This is registered according to two criteria. a) if it is caused by the students, teachers, or something from the outside the classroom. b) if the 

cause is something technical or something else (e.g. social). 

4) Conveyed goals 

 Conveyed: This category must be registered if the learning goals for teaching are conveyed verbally or in writing clear to the students. 

Conveying means that the goals are clarified, so the students as a minimum has the possibility to understand them. Conveyed also means that 

students will be involved in conversation or otherwise be included in the setting of goals.  

 Not conveyed: The goals are not ‘visible’ or understandable from the viewpoint of the students. 

 Don’t know: (this choice is not used to avoid a stand, but only if the data that is available does not allow a decision) 

5) Conveyed content/subject knowledge 

 Conveyed: the content and subject knowledge of the following teaching is conveyed to the students (including key concepts, disciplinary 

methods and assessment criterions related to the goals). The requirements are mentioned, demonstrated, explained, or maybe given grounds for, 

or the teacher directs to where the academic criteria’s can be found. 

 Not conveyed: concepts, methods or criterions are not conveyed, or they are presented in a poor way, so it is obvious that the students do not 

understand, engage or get curious. For instance,” this is about the power of the church in the Middle Ages” – but these academic terms remain 

unclear to the 4th grade students. Or laboratory work is initiated by a recipe approach without clarifying the purpose and content. 

 Don’t know: 

6) Conveyed activity scaffold 

 Conveyed: means the at least one of the following conditions is conveyed: work plan, activity plan, group relations, group roles, time 

management.  

 Not conveyed: There are no time, activity, or work plan and no clarity around the teamwork. The teacher may mention or imply something, but 

it is not to be expected that the students have heard or understood or will be able to follow along. 

 Don’t know: 

7) Learning goals 
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 Present: this category must register  whether the learning goals for the chosen type of activity is ‘visible’ for the students (verbally or in 

writing). 

 Not present: It is impossible or difficult for the students to grasp or understand the goals for the chosen activity 

 Don’t know: 

8) Scaffold content/subject knowledge 

 Present: must be registered if the content/subject knowledge for the chosen activity is ‘visible’ for the students. 

 Not present: It is impossible or difficult for the students to grasp or understand the content/subject knowledge/academic requirements of the 

chosen activity. 

 Don’t know: 

9) Scaffold for activities 

 Present: must be registered if the work plan, activity plan, group relations, group roles, time management for the chosen activity is conveyed 

and understandable for the students. 

 Not present: the teachers supply no scaffold for the student activities (no time plan, work plan, roles, process). The teacher may mention or 

imply something, but it is not to be expected that the students have heard or understood or will be able to follow along. 

 Don’t know: 

10) Connecting to the initial framing 

 Present: Mark present if the teacher during recap of the teaching and learning process connects to the initial framing of the teaching (goals, 

content and activities conveyed) and explains the broader context and perspectives of the teaching. The recap could be a conclusion to what has 

been taught and learned that day, a discussion on how what was learned can be used in preparation for or serves as a status for the next 

academic goals. It might also be the teacher clarifying that not all goals were achieved this day and may refer to follow-up work to catch up on. 

It might also mean a gathering of results in academic homework.   

 Not present: the lesson ends with no or poor recap. No bridge is made between the framework (goal, content, and the meaning of the activities) 

the actualized teaching and the overall purpose. A poor recap mentions only practical issues like “this is for homework”, “we finish next time” 

or “we get back to that”. 

 Don’t know 
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11) Conveyed differentiation (during teachers (re)framing) 

 Conveyed: It must be explicit that individual or group of students have the opportunity to do something different (e.g., have different goals, 

assignments, materials/texts or activities/procedures with different intellectual challenge). If this is not apparent during the framework, then it 

should not be registered, even though it will later turn out to be differentiated teaching. 

 Not conveyed: it is expected that everyone will do the same. 

 Don’t know: 

12) Differentiating (during social forms) 

 Present: As a rater, you will estimate if there is a visible differentiation of the chosen activity. Such a scaffold could be: different goals, 

assignments, materials/texts or activities/procedures with different intellectual challenge. 

 Not present: You cannot detect any differentiating. In other words, the students are doing mostly the same. 

 Don’t know: also, mark “don’t know” if it does not make sense to rate the activity as differentiated or not. 

13) Academic/social marginalisation  

 Not present: no visible academic or social marginalisation of students 

 1-2 students: 1 or 2 students have been present, who clearly did not have anything to too with the main track of the teaching. They are ‘outside’ 

the main group of students. Such students have specially made assignments throughout the whole teaching unit or spend much time waiting. 

 3 or more students: same as above, just with 3 or more students. 

 Don’t know 

14) Monological/dialogic (only during main activity 1: listening to instruction): instructions can be more or less dialogic.  

 Monological instruction: The teacher is presenting, but only with few control questions and clarifying questions. The students answers only 

have the function to complete the teachers instruction, including the IRF or IRE pattern. 

 Dialogic instruction: Sometimes teachers incorporate substantial dialogic situation into their instruction/presentation. This involves eventually 

open questions, students answers stand in their own right, the discourse is not restricted to teacher-one student-interaction, but allows for 

student-student-dialogue. While dialogic instruction still is an instruction, the activity ‘academic discourse’ is from the beginning framed as a 

dialogic situation. 
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 Don’t know 

15) Teamwork 

 Parallel work: The students in the group are in fact working individually/parallel/independently without substantial negotiation or co-

operation. The students may eventually decide on few formal issues (who takes which part), but neither the content, process, or responsibilities 

are shared. 

 Co-operation: The students meet and clearly arrange assignments and coordinate practical tasks. The students coordinate their work, but do not 

engage actively in each other’s contribution, do not provide mutual feedback, and do not work on a joint qualification of the common 

product/presentation. There may be a joint responsibility at first that disappears along the way. 

 Collaboration: The students meet up and negotiate the assignment, discuss the tasks for the assignment, discuss solutions, decide on the 

content/academic and make decisions about the work distribution and a working plan. The students feel responsible for the common tasks, are 

mutually involved in order to achieve coherence, give each other feedback and try to aggregate different positions and viewpoints to a common 

product/presentation. 

 Don’t know 

16) Personal ICR-devices  

 Students used ICT-devices: Most of the students actively used ICT-devices (PC, tablets, smartphones) during the lesson. 

 Only a few students used ICT-devices: Only a few students worked with ICT-devices, but the rest uses hardly uses any.  

 No students used ICT-devices: The lesson was completed without any use of personal ICT-devices.   

17) Used learning materials/tools 

(11) In the following two open text boxes, register all analogue and respectively digital learning material related to the chosen main activity. 

Register as specific as possible (e.g. the title of the material, book, model, film, tool). For example, avoid just writing ‘various books’. It is not 

necessary to register artefacts like pencils, chalk, paper, decoration, inventory, pc, lab top, screen and so forth. 

(12) The text box is refreshed with every new sequence, but you must only register something, if new learning materials/tools are used. If the 

same materials/tools are used in the next sequence, just write ‘ditto’. Materials/tools that are omitted in the next sequence must not be 

registered. 
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18) Which digital learning materials/tools are used? [Open text box]: Type the name of all digital learning material/tool used in the chosen 

activity: e.g., Trello, Matematikfessor, Danskedyr.dk, Gyldendals fagportal for dansk, Google browser, Google maps and so forth. 

Remember there are three types of learning material/tools and learning platforms. 

 Functional (e.g. mind map-programs, interactive white boards, process- and communications tools, a blog tool).  

 Semantic (e.g. databases, wikis, online dictionaries, online libraries, online encyclopaedia).  

 Didactic (e.g. digital material designed for use in teaching and learning). 

 The schools e-learning platform or intranet is only marked if it is used actively. 

19) Which analogue learning material are used? [Open text box]: Type the name of all analogue learning materials used in the chosen activity: 

e.g. “Hit med historien”. If it is teacher produced materials, then type for example ” teacher produced assignment sheet”. 

20) Is ICT used for the support of? [multiple options] 

 The main activity: if technology supports the registered main activity for the sequence.  

 Time: e.g., is Trello, reminders or calendar functions are used to control time and deadlines.  

 Co-operation: if ITC supports the sharing of files, data, or products (also giving feedback). 

 Communication: If ITC supports the practical or academic conversation in the teaching community or supports the communication outside 

class/school.  

 Compensating use: register if ICT is used to compensate for disabilities: e.g., ”cd-ord”,”word predication tools”, spell-checker, reading out 

loud functions, and so forth. 

21) Counselling [only for social form individual and group work] 

 The teacher turns proactive to the students for counselling 

 Students turn proactive to the teacher for receiving counselling 

 No counselling 
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 Don’t know 

22) Lesson’s place  

 Classroom-/subject room/group room: The registered session has only been held in a class/subject/ or/and group room, including library. 

 The whole school is involved: The teaching was not only restricted to the classroom, but involved partially the other places on the campus, e.g. 

decoration of hallways, measuring the courtyard, theatre in breaks, show other people around the school, setting up exhibitions of student 

products …. 

 Activity outside school: e.g. field trips, museums visits, school camp, interviews in the city … 

23) The commentary text box 

(13) The space appears when starting the registration, meaning before you have chosen the first ‘sequence’. Everything you note will remain 

during the whole registration of a session, so you can still write on the same notes. 

(14) If you already know that it is about project work, a field trip or sports day, that differ from typical teachings, then you can start by noting 

these circumstances.  

(15) The main purpose is to note during, either something that has caused difficulties, or something that contributes to the understanding of the 

chosen registrations. 


